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“Goi” is a Yiddish word meaning effectively “non Jew.” “Antigoyism” is defined as 
“prejudice shown by Jews against non Jews.” It is equivalent to the Jewish word 
“antisemitism”. The adjectival form of antigoyism is “antigoyim” which is the equivalent 
of the Jewish term “antisemitic” (goyim is the plural form of goi).  
 
There are 6 million Jews in the US who have an average IQ of 115 (and if you restrict IQ 
measurement to only verbal and analytic skills, it is 125). The Ashkenazi (of east 
European origin) Jews are the world’s smartest ethnic group. Many brilliant Jews fled 
Hitler in the 1930s and emigrated to the US, where they used their superior intelligence to 
“take over the US.” Jews dominate Hollywood. The CEOs of the top 5 news distribution 
services (outlets) are Jews. They control US banking, finance, the Federal Reserve, and 
now the presidency. The Israeli media labeled Obama as “the first Jewish president”, 
thanks to the abusive power of the Jewish/Zionist lobby in the US.  
 
The American political system is an old fashioned “presidential democracy” whereas 
most modern political systems are “parliamentary democracies” In the American system, 
presidential candidates are elected by the people rather than by the winning party. This 
means that these candidates have to spend a huge amount of money and time to grease 
palms and pay for TV advertising to promote their candidacy. This presidential system is 
much more vulnerable to corruption from powerful business interests and wealthy lobbies 
such as the Jews. American politicians today care more about their funders than they do 
about their electorates and hence have become much less democratic and more 
plutocratic.  
 
America’s Jews have abused this American political inferiority (as judged by world 
standards), in having set up the most powerful and feared political lobby in the country. 
American Jews pay about half of the total political contributions to American politicians’ 
election campaigns, so if a US politician criticizes what American Jews want for Israel, 
this lobby can appeal to American Jews to destroy him, by paying for negative ads on the 
media etc. This has happened many times. America’s Jews are now so powerful 
politically, that Obama’s administration is riddled with Jews. In effect, 2% of the US 
population (i.e. the Jews) effectively control the other 98%. This is not a democracy, it is 
a Zionocracy. The Jewish lobby now pushes the US into wars that Israel wants, e.g. the 
Iraq war that was based on a lie, but removed a threat to Israel in the form of Saddam 
Hussein. America’s Jews now want the US to bomb Iran which despises what the Jews 
have done to the Palestinians, robbing them of  their land and ethnic cleansing them with 
Jewish death squads (led by people like Sharon, and Begin, who went on to become 



prime ministers of Israel). The Jews in the US have cost American tax payers, literally 
trillions of dollars to fight Israel’s wars, and have made the US despised in the UN, 
because of its blind obedience to what America’s Jews want. 
 
The Jewish monopolized media and Hollywood have brainwashed the American public 
that it is taboo to criticize Jews. They use the label “antisemitic” and have so 
indoctrinated Americans that to be labeled as such is to be a bigot, brutal, and 
contemptible, that Americans fear it. Until recently, Americans were largely ignorant of 
the history of the Jews and were unable to make a case against them. This allowed Jews 
(both in Israel and in the US) to manipulate the inferiorities of the American political 
system in Israel’s favor. 
 
Increasingly, Americans are turning away from the Jewish dominated media and are 
using the internet to get their news and views. The internet is causing a revolution in 
knowledge about the behavior of Jews in the 20th century and for many centuries in the 
past. This knowledge is causing American sages (intellectuals) to become increasingly 
antisemitic as they learn of the horrible things that Jews have done in the past. They feel 
their “new” antisemitism is appropriate. 
 
This essay is deliberately antisemitic because it aims to redress the balance by pointing 
out to non Jewish Americans that they are the dupe of superior Jewish intelligence that is 
directed towards their manipulation and extortion. It introduces an ideological term 
“antigoyim” that can be used to fight fire with fire. When a Jew accuses a non Jew of 
being antisemitic, the non Jew can hurl back the term “Yeah, that’s because you Jews are 
antigoyim, and Im fed up with that. You Jews cannot continue to dictate to the 98% for 
your own supremely selfish ends.”  
 
This essay also shows the kind of knowledge that can be downloaded from the internet 
that educates American sages away from a Jewish media monopolized brain washing. I 
list here in quasi bulleted form, examples of Jewish behavior that have made me 
increasingly antisemitic.  
 

• Jews are the world’s most hated people 

 
This is shown clearly by their track record in Europe over the past 5 centuries or so. 
Nearly every country or dukedom in western Europe threw out the Jews independently.  
Hence there must obviously be something detestable about Jews that caused this to 
happen. (Imagine you are called on to adjudicate a dispute between 2 parties, A and B, 
and you know nothing about them. Of necessity, you would have to be open minded 
about both parties’ views. But imagine that you are told party A is also in dispute with 
party C. You will begin to have doubts about party A. If you are then told party A is also 
in dispute with parties D to Z, it will be perfectly obvious to you that there is something 
terribly wrong with party A.) The Jews have made themselves hated wherever they go. 
The Spanish threw them out, the French threw them out, the Brits threw them out,  the 
Poles hated them, the Russians pogrommed them, the Germans holocausted them. What 
on earth are the Jews doing that generates such hatred against them wherever they go? 



The  Jews’ Talmud (written around 600AD) is full of vitriolic hatred against non Jews, so 
the Jews have been generating hatred against them, due to their antigoyism, for millennia. 
 

• There were no Nazi gas chambers 

 
A clear example of Jewish abuse of non Jews is the huge propaganda lie they have 
pushed onto the west, especially Germany, Europe and the US that the Jews were 
exterminated in gas chambers by the Nazis. Such a claim is empirical and can be tested 
with scientific methods. This has been done, and the great lie has been exposed, e.g. if 
millions of  Jews died at Auschwitz, then there should be traces of the Zyklon B gas on 
the  chamber walls, but no trace, except in the small chamber used to fumigate lice 
infested clothing. The so called gas chamber shown to the tourists in Auschwitz was 
constructed by the Communist Polish government in 1948 (3 years after the end of 
WW2) as a piece of propaganda against the Germans. The British government had 
cracked the Nazi Enigma codes and were reading daily reports sent by the commandant 
of Auschwitz to  Berlin giving numbers of inmates in, out, died, executed, and daily total. 
Most died of disease, e.g. starvation after the food trains were unable to reach the camps 
due to the heavy allied bombing, and to typhus. Several hundred thousand, not millions 
of Jews died in Auschwitz, and none were gassed. The huge lie of the gas chambers is a 
clear example of Jewish/Zionist antigoyism, to extract “guilt money” in favor of Israel.  
 

• Jewish/Zionist Theft of Palestinian Land and Ethnic Cleansing of Palestinians 

 
Jewish Zionism contains two central  ideas, namely that the Jews should have their own 
country and that it should be in Palestine. The early Zionists, especially the father of 
Zionism, Herzl, planned to steal Palestine, and to drive the Palestinians out of it. The 
Palestinians had a much stronger claim to the land than the Jews who had lived in that 
region for far fewer centuries than had the Palestinians. The Zionists took a social 
Darwinian attitude of “might is right”, a supremely selfish antigoim attitude. American 
Jews bribed Truman (the bomb dropping US president) $2M for his reelection campaign, 
to have the US vote in favor of creating the state of Israel in Palestine. Once the US 
dominated UN agreed, the Israeli Jews then sent in the Jewish death squads to massacre 
Palestinian villagers to terrorize them out of Palestine. (Two of these death squad leaders 
were Sharon and Begin, who later became Israeli prime ministers). A century ago there 
were very few Jews in Palestine. Today, the Jews have taken over, and there are now 4 
million Palestinian refugees, one of the great moral crimes of the 20th century, committed 
by Jewish antigoyism. 
 

• America’s Jews Have Caused the US to be Despised at the UN 

 
All delegates of the UN in New York,  know that American  politicians are puppets to the 
Jewish lobby in the US and hence vote against UN resolutions against Israeli crimes 
against Palestine. They despise the US for this. Thus American standing at the UN is 
greatly lowered by the existence of Jews in the US. 
 



• The Jews are Indirectly Responsible for more Deaths in the 20
th

 Century than any 

Other People 

 
Considering that the tobacco companies kill half their customers (about 100 million 
people in the 20th century) and that Mao Zedong killed about 80 million Chinese, the 
above statement is powerful. The Jews doubled the length of WW1 when the Rothschilds 
(an international Jewish banking family, with branches in England, France, Germany, 
etc) made a dirty deal with the Brits in the middle of WW1. They proposed to bring the 
US into WW1 if the Brits gave them Palestine at war’s end. American Jews controlled 
the media even then and whipped up an anti German frenzy that brought the US into the 
war and tipped the balance. The Germans felt betrayed by German Jews when they 
discovered at the Versailles peace treaty that a dirty deal “the Balfour Declaration” had 
been made between the Brits and the Jews, including German Jews, whom the Germans 
saw as hated traitors. 
 
Communism, the greatest mass murdering ideology in history, was Jewish. Marx came 
from a long line of rabbis. Trotsky was Jewish (real name, Lev Bronstein), Lenin was a 
quarter or half Jewish, Stalin had a Jewish wife. Soon after the Russian revolution, 80% 
of the commissars (high ranking Soviet politicians) were Jewish. When the Russian,  
mostly Christian, people woke up to the  fact that their country had been taken over by 
Jews whom they had hated for centuries due to Jewish usury (e.g. 40% interest rates, 
taking advantage of ignorant Russian peasants, then taking the crop the following year,  
followed by the  farm the year after), they rebelled. Trotsky then slaughtered some 30 
million of them in the civil war. In Eastern Europe, after WW2, it was Jews who 
organized the mass murdering of further tens of millions under Stalinist regimes. The 
Hungarian uprising in1956 started off as a pogrom, because it was Communist Jews who 
carted people off in the middle of the night. 
 
Jews bribed Churchill and Roosevelt to cause what would have been a European war 
between two barbarous ideologies, Nazism, and Communism, into WW2. Hitler 
respected Britain, and did not want a war with the Brits. It was a bribed Churchill, who 
first bombed Germany, causing an enraged Hitler to strike back. Hitler hated the Jews for 
good reason. In the chaos at the end of WW1, as a patriotic German, he saw the damage 
the Jewish communists were causing, and thus grew his antisemitism. When he took 
power, the international Jewish community, went on an economic boycott against 
German manufactures. Germany needed to import 2/3 of its food, and hence needed to 
export. Jews in the US used their media power to brainwash Americans not to buy US 
goods. This hurt Germany very much and left a bitter taste in Hitler’s memory. In 1924, 
when he wrote “Mein Kampf” he planned to get rid of the Jews whom he hated. 
Obviously Jews played a significant role in the generation of Nazi hatred towards them, 
i.e. their betrayal of Germany with the Balfour Declaration dirty deal, and the  
international boycott of German goods in the 1930s.  
 
Now add up the numbers of people killed directly or indirectly by Jews – about 10 
million in WW1 due to its doubling in length with the entry of the Americans. (The 
Germans were proposing a peace treaty to the Brits that would revert to 1914 borders, 



that the British government was seriously considering, until the Rothschilds intervened.) 
Russia’s civil war killed about 30 million Russians. About half of WW2’s killed could 
have been avoided, say 30 million. Stalin killed about 60 million (according to 
Solzhenitsyn) and Mao 80 million (who slavishly copied Stalin’s methods for decades.) 
More tens of millions of East Europeans in Soviet purges. You get the point. 
 

• American Jews have Extorted Trillions of Dollars from American Tax Payers 

 
Due to the cowardice of American politicians to stand up to the Jewish lobby,  they have 
gone along with fighting Israel’s wars for  them, paying literally trillions of dollars. The 
Iraq War was a Jewish conceived war, aimed at removing Saddam Hussein, who 
threatened Israel with missiles. This is a major crime and needs to be combated by the 
American public because it is their standard of living that has been lessened as a result. 
 
 
What is to be Done? 

 
Here is a step by step plan on what American sages and later the general public (the 98%) 
can do to free themselves from Jewish brainwashing and Jewish extortion/antigoyism. 
 

• Become informed.  

 
Use file sharing sites such as emule.com and others to download articles, books, etc on 
the damage Jews are doing to the US, and to Palestinians. There are many documentaries 
and lectures on YouTube on this question, e.g. type in Zionist in the search window of 
YouTube. 
 

• Use the terms “antigoyism/antigoyim” to hit out  at the damage Jews are doing 

 
Once you have become informed, teach your friends and acquaintances the errors of their 
ways, so that they see that Jews are not so much victims as generators of antisemitism. 
Obviously the Jews are doing something horrible that is causing them to be history’s 
most hated people. The Jews are very poor at self critical examination. 
 

• Turn the tide away from a predominance of antisemitism  to antigoyism 

 
Express your anger publicly against what the Jews have done, and build up a social 
consensus that what the Jews are doing in the US and Palestine has to be stopped. 
 

• Then put pressure on  the politicians to impose quotas on Jewish power 

 
Once it became clear in 19th century America that corporate monopolies were damaging 
the American public with monopoly prices, new monopoly busting institutions were 
created to split them up. Once the American public becomes conscious that it is being 
extorted and brainwashed by Jews, it will get angry, and turn against them, putting 
pressure on politicians to impose quotas on Jewish power, e.g. only x% of media outlets 



can  be in Jewish hands, similarly with Hollywood, banks, finance, etc. The Jews need to 
be taught that if they use their superior intelligence to abuse the peoples they live 
amongst, then they will be punished. This has happened many times in Europe over the 
past centuries, but America, being a naïve new world country, has yet to learn this lesson. 
The historical record shows that the Jews abuse everyone they come into contact with, 
even with generous Americans who accepted millions of Jewish migrants.  
 

• Push for the creation of a new Israel 

 
Once the US stops supporting Israel, the Arabs will probably go to war to rid their region 
of Zionist terrorists who stole Palestine for their own supremely selfish ends. The Israelis 
have the bomb, 100s of them, so there might be a nuclear war. To avoid this, the Israelis 
will need to move, under UN and US supported guidance to some other place on the 
planet where Jews can buy the land with the agreement of the seller, not by stealing it and 
driving off the local population with ethnic cleansing terrorist Jewish death squads. It 
would be better for the Jews to live in peace, without the world condemning them for 
being moral pygmies as is the case today. The condemnation (“South Africanization”) of 
today’s Israel will only increase as world media develops. For example, the US is starting 
to get the Arab TV channel “Al Jazeera” which will counter the Jewish brain washing of 
the US public. Once the Jews have been forced by world pressure, and especially the lack 
of support of the US, the Palestinians can return to the land stolen from them by Zionist 
thugs. 


